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Florence–Washington Round Trip: Ways
and Intersections between Semantic Indexing

Tools in Different Languages

ANNA LUCARELLI and ELISABETTA VITI
National Central Library of Florence, Florence, Italy

This article presents an Italian experience of developing streamlined
semantic interoperability between the Italian Thesaurus of Nuovo
soggettario and the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH).
This ongoing project must take into consideration the differences
between the two indexing tools, while the criteria on which the re-
sulting actions are based are being clarified continually. Recipro-
cal interoperability, thanks to the Simple Knowledge Organization
System format, enables us to create links with English language sub-
ject headings. The National Central Library of Florence is studying
methods of automatically catching LCSH equivalents and the ques-
tion of how to take advantage of both Semantic Web outputs and
the multilingual dataset of Wikidata.

KEYWORDS linked data, Library of Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH), Nuovo soggettario, indexing vocabularies, interoperabil-
ity, subject access

INTRODUCTION

This article outlines the Italian perspective on interoperability between sub-
ject indexing tools in different languages, with a particular focus on the
work undertaken at the National Central Library of Florence (BNCF) toward
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linking the vocabulary of the Nuovo soggettario (NS) and the Library of
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH).

The NS is a system consisting of codified rules (concerning terminol-
ogy and syntax), and of a general Thesaurus; it is edited by the BNCF.1

It is based on the analytico-synthetic model and uses syntactic role analy-
sis for the building of subject strings that are created using both controlled
vocabulary terms and the rules of a conventional syntax. It is a flexible
and modular system to be applied both in general and specialized infor-
mation environments, characterized by different types of resources (graphic
material, audiovisual, etc.) or by different domains. It is made up of some
interactive components: the general Thesaurus (compliant with International
Standards Organization [ISO] standards), the rules for vocabulary control and
the construction of subject strings, and the Manual for users. The Thesaurus
is the core of the whole system and has been accessible on the web since
2007. It currently consists of approximately 52,000 terms and is continuously
evolving. It is steadily growing thanks to the efforts of the BNCF and, since
2009, also by the external collaboration of several institutions.2 In contrast
to the LCSH, which explicitly list simple and complex subject headings and
precoordinated strings in only one verbal indexing scheme, the NS system
separates semantic and syntactic components.

Both lexical alignment and the reconciliation of subject vocabularies can
facilitate the semantic enrichment and integration of heterogeneous collec-
tions. The conversion of controlled vocabularies to mark up formats, suitable
for the Semantic Web and Linked Data world, will improve their function as
interlinking hubs for direct searching by different professional communities.

From an international perspective, many projects have concentrated
on linking different subject vocabularies in the same language or in differ-
ent languages, among various classification schemes, as well as between
vocabularies and classification schemes. Some of these projects deal with
the interdisciplinary, special, and multilingual domains. Although the ques-
tion has been studied for many years, work on the topic has advanced
significantly during the last few years.3 We can also cite various scien-
tific meetings in Europe, for example the meeting in Cologne in 2010:
Concepts in Context. Cologne Conference on Interoperability and Semantics
in Knowledge Organization,4 and the international meeting in Florence in
2012: Global Interoperability and Linked Data in Libraries.5 Furthermore the
topic of integration between different cataloging tools is closely connected
with linked data services managed by National libraries. Not all interop-
erability projects have always achieved success conceptually, structurally,
and technically. However, some of them were a reference for the latest
standards.6

Since 1985, with the introduction of the ISO 5964 standard, the scien-
tific community has worked to put forward specific standards and guide-
lines for multilingual thesauri and for interoperability between thesauri in
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different languages. ISO 5964 is regarded as an extension of the scope of the
monolingual guidelines covered by ISO 2788-1986, and is restricted to the
problems of multilingualism. It is designated as a reference point for sub-
sequent standards such as ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 and BS 8723-2005/2008.
The latest standard, ISO 25964, looks at the question of multilingualism
and mapping from the point of view of the Semantic Web and linked
data.7

It is well known that these topics require further clarification. It is im-
portant not to confuse problems regarding multilingualism with questions of
interoperability. Furthermore, the establishment and development of multi-
lingual thesauri is not the same as the linking of different vocabularies or
thesauri that might include one or more languages.

Mapping should have real and practical aims:

1. Mapping is useful to improve and amplify search results. When librar-
ians establish crosswalks (mapping tables) between terms/concepts in
two or more structured vocabularies (equivalence relationships are estab-
lished between terms/notations/phrases representing the same concepts
in different subject systems and/or languages) they support the ability to
search effectively across heterogeneous resource databases, even though
the works are indexed with different indexing tools;

2. Mapping links metadata schemes together in a way that is useful to the
Semantic Web.

SOME PROBLEMS

Standards are only guidelines and as such do not solve all problems. Some
semantic and technical aspects emerge only when we try to create index-
ing tools. For example, the establishment and development of multilingual
thesauri involves some semantic and structural problems that are connected
with different professional, technical, social, linguistic, and cultural contexts.
The interoperability between two different indexing tools involves several
aspects, such as the conceptual structure of the tools and languages that
are connected; for example, the links between the thesauri and subject list,
subject heading authorities or pre/post-coordinated languages. Other aspects
focus on compatibility between specific and general domains,8 the level of
domain specificity of the thesauri converted, the meaning of terms (polysemy
and monosemy), the conventions of grammar and syntax of a language in
regional or national use, the percentage of linking between source thesaurus
and target thesaurus, the type of links established (exact or partial equiva-
lence; broader or narrower equivalence), and so on.

Fundamental progress has been made with ISO 25964 because it ana-
lyzes and solves these problems, above all through an approach that favors
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“concepts” over “terms.” In particular, it clarifies the difference between the
concepts of a search for information and the terms in which the query is
expressed. Stella Dextre and Marcia Lei Zeng point out that “to perform on
the Semantic Web, computer software needs an explicit data model that dis-
tinguishes between terms and concepts. . . . All the while a concept is inside
our heads, it can be independent of words or language. But as soon as we
try to communicate it to another person or to a search system, we have to
represent it in some way—usually by words or codes or pictures. The only
way a thesaurus can list concepts in alphabetical order is by representing
them as a term. . . .”9

The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) data model10 al-
lows us to explicitly distinguish between concepts and the labels used to
represent them. In this data model the concept is a formal entity identified
by Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and label rdf:type; it is independent
from natural language, documents, and users.

THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE

In Italy, the most important practical experience of interoperability between
different indexing tools is the one set up for NS with LCSH and maintained
by the National Library of Florence.

The architecture of the NS system consists of various components, of
which the first is the Thesaurus.11 Its open source software was founded
from AGROVOC,12 the multilingual thesaurus of the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). To date, the NS thesaurus contains over 52,000 terms,
almost all of them in Italian, and has been used by various types of Italian
libraries and cultural institutions. Since 2010, all metadata (just available
by Zthes protocol) are available in SKOS/Resource Description Framework
(RDF) format, which establishes tags for management interoperability.13 The
NS metadata can be downloaded free of charge and used in accordance with
the Creative Commons Attribution guidelines.14

A recent innovation is that some terms are linked to the English equiv-
alent established by the LCSH,15 the most important indexing system in
Anglo-American countries and also in other national versions or translations
in other countries. The links establish equivalence relationships between
some NS preferred terms and some LCSH preferred terms. To date, there
are no links between non-preferred terms or variants (synonyms or quasi-
synonyms and earlier established forms). The two systems are quite different,
and it is impossible that there will ever be a complete set of links for all terms
as the terms and their structures vary greatly. These differences do not pre-
vent the implementation of partial linking. Additionally LCSH is linked with
other thesauri, for example the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT),16 which
enables links to NS through these additional thesauri.
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The project fits in with the wider scope of the BNCF’s work to in-
tegrate the NS with other Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) avail-
able on the web, such as Répertoire d’autorité-matière encyclopédique et
alphabétique unifié (RAMEAU), AGROVOC, and Eurovoc thesauri, Trec-
cani.it,17 and Wikipedia.it encyclopedias (the latter having over 12,000 recip-
rocal links with NS) (Table 1). Recently, these links have increased thanks
to RDF/SKOS formats.

The NS Thesaurus includes descriptors but not subject heading strings.
In this, it differs from other controlled vocabularies and from other enu-
merative schemes such as LCSH or RAMEAU, which are built on au-
thority headings for subject, complex subjects, proper name, title, and
so on.

In the NS system, subject headings are established by a single descrip-
tor, or through combining many terms into pre-coordinated strings, using
syntactic rules.18 These are clearly visible in the subject headings archives
and in the online public access catalogs (OPACs) of the libraries that have
adopted the NS system. In addition, the Thesaurus does not include personal
or corporate names or title headings; but it includes the names of historical
events.19

LINKING BETWEEN THE NS THESAURUS AND LCSH:
PECULIARITIES AND PROBLEMS

Our aim is not to establish a multilingual thesaurus, but to develop stream-
lined semantic and technical interoperability between the NS Thesaurus and
the LCSH Linked Data Service.

What is this type of realized interoperability? First of all, it enables us
to recognize the English equivalent of an Italian term and to display the full

TABLE 1 Links between NS Thesaurus and Other KOS

Links with Other KOS
(April 2014) Links

Subject Indexing Tools
(Thesauri, Classification

Systems, Etc.) Encyclopedias Other

Wikipedia 12122 X
Treccani.it 9356 X
LCSH 5144
AGROVOC Thesaurus 1724 X
RAMEAU 1639 X
ThESS Thesaurus 740 X
EUROVOC Thesaurus 165 X
DOGI (Ittig) 162 X
AAT 74 X
Accademia della Crusca 8 X
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FIGURE 1 Nuovo soggettario and LCSH Connections.

authority record for the term, and vice versa. Thus, it provides a “round trip”
between subject indexing tools that differ in language and in structure (i.e.,
English and Italian). The advantages of this interoperability are many and it
is anticipated that some are yet to be discovered.

The beneficiaries of the project obviously are not only the users of the
NS and LCSH but also the users of web services that use KOS to organize
their contents.

The level of development of these equivalences in recent years has
grown considerably. As of October 2014, over 7,000 English equivalents have
been assigned to Italian terms, thanks to the intellectual work of translation
and multilingual task of NS software. The terms are shown in the NS system
in the same style (order of words and double dashes) as the American tool.

The percentage of LCSH equivalents is around 25% of all NS preferred
terms.

Different domains have different percentages of linking. In some special-
ized sectors, such as Economics, Library and Information Science, History,
and Literature, the LCSH equivalences occur more than in others. For ex-
ample, the percentage of linked terms in Economics is higher than other
disciplines, thanks to the partnership of Bocconi University. Their librarians
suggest new terminology for NS in Economics and Financial disciplines and
establish intellectual cross-concordances between NS and LCSH.

STEPS OF THE PROJECT

This project has evolved through several steps since 2006 (see Figure 1).
From 2006–March 2009 the NS included LCSH equivalent terms in the “Fonte”
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field as a statement to refer users to the alternate terminology without
links.

From 2009 to 2011, hyperlinks to the online catalog of the Library of
Congress (LC) were added. By clicking on the arrow before “LCSH” in the
“Fonte” field, a link was activated to the LC online catalog (http://catalog.
loc.gov/) to launch a query within the LC system (see Figure 2). LCSH equiva-
lents also have been assigned to some NS terms using the multilingual task of
the thesaurus software (original software: Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations [FAO], AGROVOC).

In this step, equivalences were established between single terms, rather
than with LCSH complex subjects, even in cases of semantic equivalence,
and only for new Italian terms added to the Thesaurus.

From 2011 to 2013, LCSH equivalences were shown in the “Fonte” field
and in the new dedicated field: “Equiv. LCSH.”

In 2014, the equivalent term is indicated only in this new field, “Equiv.
LCSH,” and completely deleted from the “Fonte” field. Thanks to a deep
link, activated by the term, one can see the exact equivalent of the target
tool (Figure 3).

Not all NS terms have LCSH equivalent terms. This may be for many rea-
sons (e.g., an equivalent term cannot be identified and assigned; an equiv-
alent term does not exist; more than one term is needed to express the
concept in the alternative language). In none of these cases does the NS
give any indication, contrary to RAMEAU, which gives the clear explanation:
“Pas d’équivalents.”20

FIGURE 2 The LCSH Acronym in the “Fonte” Field. http://thes.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/
termine.php?id=1205&menuR=2&menuS=2
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FIGURE 3 A New Field, “Equiv. LCSH,” to Deep Link.

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

In the course of the project new functions have been added. In fact, since
2012 LCSH equivalent terms are displayed near the Italian terms in the list
of the results generated by clicking on “Ricerca per termine” and are directly
searchable (Figure 4). Also, all terms can be shown in alphabetic order by
clicking on “equivalenti LCSH” in the left-hand column.

LCSH represents the principal hub, using the Multilingual Access to
Subjects (MACS) project to establish equivalences among the three indexing
languages: LCSH, RAMEAU, and Schlagwortnormdatei (SWD).21 Therefore
linking to LCSH allows the NS to benefit from the semantic links available
through the MACS project.

FIGURE 4 LCSH Equivalents are Displayed Near the Italian Term in the List of the Results.
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FIGURE 5 An Example of Equivalence Links among LCSH, SWD, RAMEAU, and Nuovo
soggettario.

In mid-December 2013, thanks to our contacts with the LC’s Linked Data
Service, we began creating round-trip data linking. The Library of Congress
Linked Data Service hooks to the NS terms that have LCSH equivalents, using
the SKOS format. In the records of the LCSH database, among the “Closely
Matching Concepts from Other Schemes,” Italian terms are clearly visible
beside French (RAMEAU) and German (SWD) terms (Figure 5). In this way,
reciprocal interoperability has been opened between LCSH descriptors and
their Italian equivalents.

The links between NS and LCSH terms/concepts can be grouped into
two main categories, as laid out by the ISO standard 25964-2, § 7–11:

1. exact or almost exact semantic equivalent;
2. partial equivalent.

In addition, we can identify additional and more specific types of equiva-
lence.

• The LCSH concept is clearly broader than the NS concept. In this case, the
NS uses skos:closeMatch, for non-restrictive equivalences (e.g., Cerimonie
[NS] EQ Rites and ceremonies [LCSH]).

• The LCSH concept is clearly narrower than the NS concept. Also in this
case, the NS uses skos:closeMatch (e.g., Cellule neoplastiche neoplastiche
[NS] EQ Cancer cells [LCSH]).

• The LCSH term expresses a concept belonging to a different category or
hierarchical structure from the NS term (e.g., Banks [NS] EQ Banks and
Banking [LCSH]).

• The NS concept is expressed in LCSH by two LCSH terms. In such cases,
the correspondence is activated in the NS by one of the two terms only:
the term that is more semantically similar. The decision is based on careful
lexical and linguistic research (e.g., Chiese ortodosse [NS] EQ Orthodox
Eastern Church or Oriental Orthodox churches). We selected Oriental Or-
thodox churches.
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• The NS concept has an equivalent LCSH term with two different IDs. There
are two circumstances in which this can occur:
◦ when in LCSH there is an identifier for the term as a topic and another

for the term as a topic-general subdivision (e.g., Propaganda; Histology)
◦ when in LCSH there is an identifier for the term as an LC Subject Heading

and another for the same term as it is present in other LC vocabularies,
such as LC Children’s Subject Headings (e.g., Basque language). In such
cases, the NS activates the match with the ID used in the LC Subject
Headings. In the SKOS interface the links to both IDs are active and
visible.

• The compound terms in NS are equivalent to LCSH terms consisting of:
◦ two elements separated by a comma (e.g., Ebrei francesi [NS] EQ Jews,

French [LCSH])
◦ two elements connected by a conjunction (And headings) (e.g., Turismo

enogastronomico [NS] EQ Tourism and gastronomy [LCSH])
• The NS term is equivalent to an LCSH subject string (complex subject in

the form of a compound heading), with its own ID. The NS term links to
the compound heading and not to the single component parts. In this case,
as for all the other equivalents, the LC subject headings are visualized in
the NS in their original graphic form (e.g., Inquinamento atmosferico [NS]
EQ Air – Pollution [LCSH]).

It is even possible that the equivalents between LCSH, NS, RAMEAU, and
SWD could coincide. For example, the term “A priori,” a philosophical con-
cept, has been expressed in the same way in all of these resources. In other
cases, the only multilingual link available to LCSH is that of the NS: “pasta
factories” is a particularly interesting example of such an occurrence, as
previously the preferred LCSH term was “Macaroni factories.”

A SELECTION OF CASES AND PROBLEMS

Since 2012, the methodology followed to assign English equivalents has
been documented by a constantly updated report. This technical report
is very interesting, because it details the semantic cases encountered and
the criteria adopted in deciding the methodology to be used in creating
links.

To date, many aspects of the BNCF project are progressing and there
are also some critical points still requiring decisions. For example, decisions
must be made about:

• establishing equivalences between variants and preferred terms;
• finding a method to lay out links between concepts that change their pre-

ferred forms over time; for example, “Tensor calculus” has been changed
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with “Calculus of tensors,” while “Ribonucleic acid” has been changed with
“RNA.” The problem could be solved with manual labor based on recur-
rent and expensive revision, or by making the most of automatic functions
allowed by SKOS;

• developing a new style of display.

CHARACTERISTICS AND ADVANTAGES

In summary, let us review the characteristics and advantages of the BNCF
project:

• this kind of linking is challenging, because the indexing tools themselves
are different not only in language but also in structure;

• interoperability has been possible because the NS and LCSH are both based
on shared standards;

• thanks to the work of the BNCF, the Library of Congress has established
reciprocal equivalence;

• thanks to mapping, a number of semantic and morphological problems
have been discovered. We could consider the possibility to evaluate cor-
rections of form and style in certain NS terms;

• users of other languages and cultures may discover and explore the Italian
OPAC through the use of LCSH terms;

• BNCF and Servizio Bibliotecario Nazionale users can search the Library of
Congress OPAC and any OPACs that use the LCSH system;

• these types of links between subject indexing tools encourage other links;
for example, between OPACs of different libraries;

• other Italian institutions that use LCSH (such as the Vatican Library) could
also take part in the BNCF project.

ONGOING AND FUTURE WORKS: QUESTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The development of these interoperability projects opens up new horizons
and prospects. Is it useful to establish multilingual thesauri or would it be
better to take advantage of pre-existing links between controlled vocabular-
ies in different languages, above all in multidisciplinary contexts?

The BNCF is studying ways to automatically catch LCSH equivalents.
We would like to develop automated methods to increase links, even if we
know that they would require some human quality control. Our approach
requires both machines and human intervention for the evaluation of the
quality of these links.

It would also be useful to identify a way in which to synchronize the
updates made to both databases. At present LCSH is updated on a weekly
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basis; the NS search interface (where users are able to view links to LCSH),
however, is updated each semester. It would therefore be advantageous
to implement ways in which changes or variants and “Earlier Established
Forms” may be reflected in real time.

Certainly we could take advantage of pre-existing links between the NS
and others tools (e.g., AGROVOC), which have just been linked to LCSH, to
import links automatically.

A link between the NS and the Italian WebDewey (under construction)22

could also have an important role. Indeed, WebDewey already allows us to
visualize LC Subject Headings and could, as a result, provide a “bridge” for
the acquisition of further equivalents within the NS.

Certainly, we will work to take advantage of Semantic Web capabilities.
The BNCF has drawn up an agreement with Wikimedia Italia23 in order to
optimize NS development through to data sharing.

We would like to expand interoperability between subject access data
regarding institutions’ library collections to an interoperability based on other
types of structures of free, collaborative, and multilingual data such as Wiki-
data,24 a knowledge base of all languages.

COULD THE NS AUTOMATICALLY HOOK LCSH EQUIVALENTS
USING WIKIDATA?

Our preliminary aim was to take advantage of pre-existing links between
the NS, Italian Wikipedia, and the English Wikipedia, in order to match
automatically with LCSH equivalents and to connect these to non-linked NS
terms.

On the other side of the world (in Pennsylvania), the librarian John Mark
Ockerbloom25 has tested the crosswalks between LCSH and DBpedia. Using
the same procedure, we have matched those crosswalks with our terms,
acquiring, as a result, a further 600 new links for the NS.

Moreover, we now aim to establish crosswalks between the two subject
indexing tools by means of Wikidata. The picture featured in Figure 6 shows
the potential connection of the NS and LCSH with Wikidata, DBpedia, and
Wikipedia and their roles. In this figure, the link from the NS to Wikipedia and
LCSH is shown in a single direction but, of course, it could be possible in two
directions. Figure 7 presents the idea of using DBpedia and Wikidata to build
a bridge between the NS and LCSH, automatically or semi-automatically. The
uninterrupted line arrows show direct links; the broken lines mark indirect
links; the dotted lines show the various linguistic versions of Wikipedia; the
blue arrows stand for the correspondence only for a subset of terms; the red
arrows represent what we need: automatic links between the NS Thesaurus
and LCSH, and vice versa.
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FIGURE 6 Could NS Automatically Hook LCSH Equivalents Using Wikidata?

Wikipedia.it and its English-language counterpart are two versions of
Wikipedia in different languages and are part of a global metadata system
called Wikidata. The latter is under development and its data are not marked
up in RDF format.

However, both It.DBpedia.org and DBpedia.org contain Wikipedia’s
data in RDF format and represent an interlinking hub from the thesauri to
Wikipedia and vice versa. So, one can connect the NS with LCSH either using
SKOS format and the DBpedia hub, or using Wikidata.

Wikidata lets us identify a concept expressed in multiple languages. Us-
ing a tool developed by Magnus Manske,26 showing all the terms in Wikidata
that are linked to the NS, we can display the equivalents in other languages

FIGURE 7 Using DBpedia and Wikidata to Build a Bridge between NS and LCSH. © Cristian
Consonni. Reproduced by permission of Cristian Consonni (Fondazione Bruno Kessler and
Vice President of Wikimedia Italia), cristian.consonni@wikimedia.it. Permission to reuse must
be obtained from the rightsholder.
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FIGURE 8 From “Universo” of Wikidata (Connected with Nuovo soggettario) to the Term in
the Chinese Version of Wikipedia.

and their connected versions of Wikipedia. In the example in Figure 8, we
can see the Chinese term in the Chinese version of Wikipedia for the Italian
NS term, “Universo.”

The National Central Library of Florence intends to take its future steps
in all of these directions and develop the potential offered by the Wikidata
data store, not only for the implementation of a multilingual thesaurus but
also numerous functionalities and applications in the metadata universe, an
aim that is shared by specialists across the world of information science and
libraries.
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